10.2 Hindi Software Products & Developers

CENTRE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED COMPUTING (C-DAC), PUNE

1. Gist Card
   • PC add-on card
   • Allows the user to work in Hindi as well as in all Indian languages in all DOS based Applications Custom software.

2. Gist Shell
   • Software solution which makes it possible to work in all Indian languages in addition to Hindi in DOS based applications and custom software.

3. Gist Terminal
   • Allows the work to be done in all Indian languages in addition to Hindi and English.
   • Works on Fox-Pro, Cobol, Word perfect and multi user environment such as Unix, Zenix packages.

4. Leap Office-2000
   • Windows based Word Processing Software designed for Indian languages.
   • Inscript Keyboard layout, Spell Check facility.
   • Supports RTF, HTML, BMP, JPG formats.
   • Conversion of words and phrases from English to Indian languages.

5. ISM-2000 Office
   • Windows based package and allows the user to work in Hindi as well as in other Indian languages and Tibetan, Bhutanese and Singhali languages.
   • Remington, Inscript and Phonetic English keyboard are available.
   • Websites can be created by using web font of the ISM-2000 Office.

6. ISM-2000 Publisher
   • Compatible with major application software like PageMaker, Photoshop, Coral Draw, Power Point, FrontPage.
   • Manuals, news, letters, advertisement, web pages, invitation cards etc can be designed.
   • Phonetic English keyboard spell check, importing files, saving files in ISCII format are available.

7. I-Leap
   • Word processing software for Indian languages
   • Inscript, Phonetic English and Typewriter keyboard are available.
   • Search, Replace, Multilingual Spell Check, Insert, Delete, Text select etc. are also available.

8. Chitrankan
   • Optical Character Recognition (OCR) software for Indian languages.
   • Any text prepared in Indian languages can be used in computer by simply scanning it and additions/deletions can also be made in the scanned text.

9. Software Development Tool (SDK)
   • All the applications software related to data processing like Pay-slips, Address labels, Diary/Dispatches can be developed in Hindi and other Indian languages.

10. Shaili
    • Clip Arts related to traditional Indian cultures which are useful for web-designers and publishers are available.

11. LILA-Hindi-Prabodh/LILA-Hindi-Praveen/LILA-Hindi-Pragya
    • Hindi Learning Software
    • Speech and Graphic facility for learning reading and writing
    • Facility to compare the pronunciation

Address:
C-DAC, Pune University Campus,
Ganesh Khind, Pune - 411007
Tel. No. : 020-5694000
Fax No. : 020-5694059
E-mail : darbari@cdac.ernet.in
**CENTRE FOR DEVELOPMENT OF ADVANCED COMPUTING (C-DAC), NOIDA**

1. **LEKHKA**
   - Hindi Word Processing software and works on Windows, Macintosh, NT, Linux platform.
   - Hindi/English dictionaries, Spell check for Hindi text, Unicode filter and font converter are available.

2. **Address Management System**
   - Mailing list can be prepared in Hindi and provides user to sort the data on Name/Designation/City etc according to their need.

**Address:**
C-DAC, Anusandhan Bhavan, C-56/A Institutional Area, Sector-62, Noida – 201307 (U.P.)
Tel. No. : 0120-2402551-65
Fax No. : 0120-2402569

**CYBERSCAPE MULTIMEDIA LIMITED**

1. **Akruti Office**
   - Allows the user to work in other Indian languages in addition to Hindi.
   - Worksin all Window Versions (95/98/NT/2000/XP) environments and compatible with MS-Office, Lotus, Smart Suit, PageMaker and Coral draw.
   - Various versions like Akruti Publisher, Akruti Lane, Akruti Word Processor, Akruti Easy Mailer, Akruti Rail and Air Time Table are available.

2. **E-Karyalaya**
   - Work related to E-Governance can be handled in Hindi as well as in other Indian languages.
   - Software facilitates public to interact with administration in their own languages.

3. **Cybank Sahkari-2000**
   - Banking software for working in Kannada, Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, Bangla, Oriya and Punjabi languages, in addition to Hindi and English.
   - Report, Voucher, Balance-Sheet etc can be prepared in bilingual form.

4. **Akruti Development Kit**
   - Websites and other data processing application like pay-slip, address labels, etc. can be developed in Hindi and other Indian languages.

**Address:**
Cyberscape Multimedia Limited
101, Mahalaxmi Mansion, 941, First Floor, 21 Main, 22A Course Opposite DDA Complex, Banashankari, Second Stage, Bangalore- 560070
Tel Fax : 080-6710925 / 6714446
E-mail : info@cyberscapemedia.com

**SOYTEK INDIA LIMITED**

1. **Akshar for Windows**
   - Font based package for Windows and compatible with all its versions (95/98/NT/2000/XP).
   - Work can be done in Hindi in all application of MS-Office like M S-Word, M S-Power Point, M S-Excel.
   - Three keyboards (Remington, Phonetic English & Inscript), English/Hindi dictionary, Spell check, Mail merge, ISCII and RTF converter facilities are available.

**Address:**
Softek India Limited,
A-2 first Floor, Okhla Industrial Area, Phase-I New Delhi-110020
Tel No. : 011-26817384-87
Fax No. : 011-26817388
E-mail : akshar@softek.co.in

**V-SOFT SERVICES PRIVATE LIMITED**

1. **APS Corporat-2000++ (Version 1.4)**
   - Windows based package compatible with versions (95/98/2000/NT/XP) and supports MS Office, Lotus Smart Suite, PageMaker, etc.
   - RUPANTAR (Conversion) utility for converting files of other vendors into APS-Corporat-2000++ and vice versa.
   - Supports Spell Check, Mail Merge, HTML support, Official Language Dictionary and Various keyboard layouts (Remington, Godrej, Akshar, Prakash, Executive, Phonetic, English, Inscript, Shabda Ratna, etc.)
2. Bhashanter
- Windows based software transliterates English database to Hindi.
- User can create his own dictionary.

3. Yehi Hai India
- More than 2000 traditional Indian cultural clip Arts are provided which are useful for media, publishers and web designers.

Address:
M/s V-Soft Services Pvt. Ltd.,
215, Bharat Industrial Estate, LBS road,
New Sangrilla, Bhandu (West), Mumbal - 400078
Tel. No. : 022-5989519, 5989520
E-mail : vsoft@vsoftsolutions.com

SOFTWARE RESEARCH GROUP

1. Shabd Ratan Super
- DOS based package for working in Hindi on computer under DOS environment.

2. Winki
- Windows based MS-Word compatible package.
- English/ Hindi dictionary, Remington, Phonetic English and Inscript layouts.
- Files can also be imported into Winki from other Hindi software.

Address:
S.R.G. Systems Pvt. Ltd.
Software Research Group, No. 166, 8 Cross,
2 Stage, Indira Nagar, Bangalore – 560038
Tel. No. : 080-5290725 Fax No. : 080-5250361

SUPER INFOSOFT PVT. LTD.

1. Anuvadak
- English document can be translated in Hindi following grammar rules.
- Works in all windows environments (95/98/2000/NT/XP)
- Spell check facility for Hindi and English, Dictionaries like General, Agriculture, Linguistic, Administration, Technical.

2. Aao-Hindi-Padhein
- Helps to acquire the knowledge of Noun, Pronoun and Adjective in Hindi through multimedia.

• Useful for schools.

Address:
Super Infosoft Pvt. Limited
G-1305, CR Park, New Delhi – 110019
Tel. No. : 011-26465016, 26463766
Fax No. : 011-26215152
E-mail : anjalir@indf.vsnl.net.in

MEGASOFT INDIA

1. Hindi Dictation Software
- Text in Hindi can be fed to computer in 40 to 50 wpm without even using the keyboard.
- Inbuilt dictionary of 40,000 words is available in which new words can be added.

Address:
Mega Soft India
921, Sector-14, Sonipat, Haryana-131001
Tel. No. : 01264-247807, 243555
Fax No. : 011-6215152
E-mail : megasoftindia@rediffmail.com

SUMMIT INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES LTD.

1. Indica-2000
- S/W for Data processing, indexing, search and sorting and database development.
- Unix, Zenix and Java friendly in addition to all Windows versions (95/98/2000/NT)

Address:
Summit Information Technologies Ltd.,
816, Phase-5, Uyog Vihar, Gurgaon – 122016
Haryana Tel. No. : 01264-6347380
Fax No. : 011-6347136
E-mail : sudhuria@summitindia.com

MODULAR INFOTECH PVT. LTD.

1. Shree Lipi 2.0
- Hindi Spell check, importing files facility from other Hindi software and 3 keyboard layouts are supported.

2. Ankur
- Multilingual word Processing software for Windows in (95/98/2000/NT).
• Supports three keyboard layouts - Typewriter, Phonetic English and Inscript.

**Address:**
Modular Infotech Pvt. Ltd.,
26, Electronic Estate, Satara Road, Pune - 411009
Tel. No.: 020-4223510, 4227994, 4226612
Fax No.: 020-4225896
E-mail: sales@modular_infotech.com
Website: http://www.modular_infotech.com

**SEACOM**

1. **Sulipi 2.0**
   • MS Word compatible word processing software for Windows (95/98/2000/NT), contains fonts of Indian languages as well as clip art symbols.
   • Supports Indian languages in Page Maker, Coral Draw, etc.

**Address:**
Seacom
Wazirpur Tower, Salunakhe Vihar Road,
Pune - 411040 Tel. No.: 020-6831040, 6830546
Fax No.: 020-6833032
E-mail: sales@ccomindia.com

**R.K. COMPUSOFT PVT. LTD.**

1. **Su-Windows**
   • Word Processing Windows based Hindi software.
   • Supports Hindi and bilingual sorting, Hindi Spell Check facility, Transliteration, Dictionary substitutions.

**Address:**
R.K. Compusoft Pvt. Ltd.
E-215, East of Kailash, New Delhi - 110065
Tel. No.: 011-26440942

**MICROSOFT CORPORATION (INDIA) PVT. LTD.**

1. **Windows XP/ OfficeXP**
   • Provides facility to work in Hindi and 8 other Indian languages namely Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, Marathi, Konkani, Sanskrit, Gujarati, and Punjabi.
   • Supports Typewriter and Inscript Keyboards.

**Address:**
Microsoft Corporation (India) Pvt. Ltd.
The Great Indian Center,
70, Nehru Place, New Delhi - 110029
Tel. No.: 011-26294600, 26294601
Fax No.: 011-26292650
E-mail: ravish@microsoftindia.com

**NATURAL SOFTWARE PVT. LIMITED**

1. **Bank Mitra**
   • Windows based bilingual banking software.
   • Various customer services related tasks like calculation of interest, preparing transaction advice, check book and passbook can be prepared in Hindi.

**Address:**
Natural Software Pvt. Ltd.
C-12/A, Prithvi Apartments, Prithvi Raj Marg,
C - Scheme, Jaipur - 302001 (Rajasthan)
Tel. No.: 0141-362208, 380273, 370417
Fax No.: 0141-371539

**WEB DUNIA INDIA PVT. LTD.**

• Webdunia.com portal is available in Hindi, Tamil, Telugu and Malayalam languages.
• Chatting is possible in Indian languages.
• E-Patra email server in Indian Languages.

**IBM INDIA LTD**

1. **WebSphere Application Server**
   • Supports all Indian languages.

2. **Universal Database DB2**
   • Supports 9 Indian scripts.

3. **Lotus Notes**
   • Supports collaboration in Devanagari and Tamil and email on any language the Operating System supports.

4. **WebSphere Studio Application Development Tool**
   • Supports any Indian language supported by the Operating System.

5. **Eclipse Workbench**
   • An Open Source Development Environment for Linux and Windows, supports any language the Operating System supports.

**Courtesy:** Department of Official Languages
Ministry of Home Affairs